Parties reach an Agreement. The Resolution is final, and the Formal Complaint is considered Resolved.

Initial letter sent to Complainant, including information about the Title IX Formal and Alternative Dispute Resolution processes, if available.

Formal Complaint is signed by either Complainant or Title IX Coordinator.

Notice of Allegations, including information about the Title IX Formal and Alternative Dispute Resolution processes, is sent to Parties.

Parties review the Title IX Alternative Dispute Resolution Written Notice and are not interested in the process.

Parties review the Title IX Alternative Dispute Resolution Written Notice and express interest in the process. Title IX Coordinator determines the process is appropriate.

Parties have a preliminary meeting about the Title IX Alternative Dispute Resolution process with the Director of Informal Resolution Services.

One or neither party signs the Consent Form.

Both parties voluntarily sign the Title IX Alternative Dispute Resolution Consent Form.

Title IX Alternative Dispute Resolution process begins.

Parties do not reach agreement/withdraw from the process/process is otherwise terminated.

The Formal Process continues.